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1. Direct mail piece drops Feb 28-Mar 5.
VLG is sending out around 250 pieces per day (less automotive prospects). Mailers to all 700
confectionary and snacks + cosmetics prospects will go out by Monday, March 5. Automotive
prospects (350) are being held back until further notice.

2. Interested prospects visit the Terror of Error microsite using a personalized URL with their first
and last names: http://www.popcornwillfly.com/AnitaTaylor

3. Warm leads = contacts who watch the video & click through at least until we talk about
SocialBridge (Page 2):

4. Hot leads = contacts who submit the form and land on (Page 4):

5. Hot Leads email alert goes to Sales Ops & Marketing about 10 minutes after prospect fills out
form.
Quene, Scott, Anita and Linda receive email notifications about 10 minutes after a Hot Lead fills out a
form. FYI only - no action is required on anyone's part.
6. Follow-up email goes out to both warm and hot prospects about 30-60 minutes after they sign
up.
Leads automatically push to CD's Pardot marketing-automation system about 10 minutes after
prospects visit the microsite. Pardot sends an email that appears to come from you; it takes anywhere
from a few minutes to an hour after the lead comes in.

7. You will receive an email notification from Pardot about 30-90 minutes after the lead comes in.
The subject line is Pardot Automation: Notify: VLG Brands - Terror of Error - Movie Popcorn name@email.com. Click the "View prospect in CRM" link to open up the contact in Sugar.
8. In Sugar, the Customer Comments field tells you whether the lead is warm or hot & how much
the prospect clicked around.
The time stamp is in Central Time, so subtract two hours. Splash Page is the opening page, Page 2 is
when the sun comes out, Page 3 is the form, Page 4 is the end credits, SocialBridge Brochure means
they clicked the brochure link, Get to know us means they clicked a link to
www.socialbridgebrands.com, Opened after 5s means they were redirected to
www.socialbridgebrands.com at the very end of the movie. If you see multiple Splash Page entries, it
means they visited or refreshed the site multiple times.

9. Brand new prospects that are not already assigned to a particular rep will be assigned to Scott
Tretsky.
Scott & Quene will receive an email notification, assign the lead and notify the assigned rep. All of the
contacts we are mailing to are already assigned to one of you five reps; but a new lead could be
created if someone other than the person the mailer is addressed to visits the site and fills out the form.

10. Your contacts are already assigned to you in Sugar and can be located anytime by going to the
View Contacts screen, selecting your name in the "Assigned to" field and typing %brand% in the
"CD Referrer SR" field.

11. You can quickly navigate to your "hot" and "warm" leads by going to the View Contacts
screen, selecting your name in the "Assigned to" field and typing vlg_movie_popcorn in the "CD
Referrer SY" field.

